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GEORGE B. WALSH 

Sublime Method: Longinus on Language 
and Imitation 

THE AUTHOR OF On the Sublime writes with an unsteady brilliance, fitfully 
mimicking the grandeur he admires, at one moment rising to passion, at another 

collapsing in self-parody.1 Implicitly, his style claims a kind of "height." He claims 

height in another way when he tells us that his treatise will outdistance a competing 
handbook, which was "too low" (tapeinoteron)-in style, science, perhaps even 

dignity-to command its topic. But elevation is not something we expect from a 
book of rules. A teacher of method would lack the genius for it, or genius (the 
genius for sublimity, at any rate) would disqualify him as a teacher, from whom we 

chiefly expect reason and discrimination. As a sublime technician, Longinus evi 

dently approaches his job in a different way, and faces different problems, from 
other teachers of method-Aristotle, for example, or Demetrius. 

What kind of height does Longinus claim? The low technician gave only 
examples, Longinus says; his treatise was low because it stopped short of cover 

ing those key points that would permit others to "possess" the subject matter.2 

Rather, by endlessly quoting sublime authors, the low technician and his readers 

merely borrowed sublimity without hope of ownership, whereas Longinus, by 

1. For Longinus's sublimity as an eighteenth-century theme, see Neil Hertz, "A Reading of 

Longinus," Critical Inquiry 9 (1983) 579. Longinus becomes playful and parodic precisely where he 
writes in a quasi-sublime style: when he describes how emotion disrupts normal word order. Here, 
for example, the word "placement" (tdL;g) is displaced in hyperbaton (tnx6e xLaxeCT a7LyxLtQ0(rpog 

avtoztcbsevoL... T'IV iX TOV xaTx quoILv E?QILtOU Javx owTog JT6og LoULCag TQOoiTag EvaxdaTTnovo 

Taztiv, 22.1). For an explanation of Longinus's changeable style quite different from the one I 

propose, see D. A. Russell, "Longinus" On the Sublime (Oxford 1964) xl. 
2. n7Cog &v f^I^ auto TOUTO [sc. TO6 Tr TeXvoXoyiag Vixoxe(,8evov] xai 6t' (v TLVcV LE0O6(6uv 

XTTlTv YEvotTO; 
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WALSH: Sublime Method 253 

providing a method, would achieve the height that his competitor lacked.3 Longi 
nus's tekhnologia, his discourse on method, has something potent about it, and 
this potency, he wants us to believe, somehow resembles Homer's or Plato's. If 
he "owns" his subject matter, he must share their vigor, and a good deal of what 
he tells us about them applies also to himself. For example, if sublime writers are 
"more than mortal and ... sublimity raises them until they approach the magna 
nimity of god" (36.1), Longinus's method should likewise confer a kind of divin 

ity. Tekhne (method) will enable men to imitate the spiritual life of gods. 
But what is sublime about method? Longinus must fight hard for an appar 

ently modest claim, that his system works-his pupils will write sublimely. Oth 
ers believe (is the low technician among them?) that only nature endows men 
with such power (2.1), and that method actually weakens natural gifts. Longinus 
admits that nature's role is primary: method performs its most important func 
tion by acknowledging that only talent can supply one or another kind of rhetori 
cal power (2.3); sublime thought is "likely" to produce sublime speech without 

guidance from anyone,4 and the capacity for thought is "mostly" innate.5 Thus, 
method remains cautiously alert for an improbable opportunity. Longinus de 
fends his methods by remarking that nature too follows a method (2.2)-she 

wastes no effort-but here again he retreats into modesty, for the argument 
implies that even on his own ground as a technical writer he is an imitator, 

mimicking nature's own self-rationalizing faculty. Nature remains the "arche 

typal ingredient of generation," and everything else depends upon this.6 

Longinus's treatise, then, describes a very small territory in which he points 
out those few places where method can do what nature has left undone. But the 

journey is long because it is not straight: something about the job of writing a 
sublime book of method causes Longinus to drift-for example, into seductive 

analogies and brilliant figures. He resists this tendency by correcting himself, 
constantly changing direction in an effort to find his target. This essay looks at 
the way Longinus argues in the light of what he argues. It accounts for his 

expository style in several steps, according to his views of error, imagery, lan 

guage, and imitation. 

3. In fact, Caecilius must have done more than quote examples. He seems at least to have 
enumerated the sources of sublimity, since Longinus complains that he did not name pathos among 
these (8.1). It is not clear precisely how Longinus claims ownership of sublimity: he could teach fine 

writing, for example, by means of the rules he has contrived, or because he knows how to distinguish 
good from bad models of imitation, whereas Caecilius did not (Caecilius, we know, favored Lysias 
and other models of plain style, which Longinus contemned). Rule-making and imitation are the 
standard complements to nature in rhetorical teaching from the time of Aristotle onward: see G. 

Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (Princeton 1963) 232f. For discrimination among the 

objects of imitation as key to good writing, cf. Quint. Inst. 10.2.14. 
4. At 9.3; cf. 30.1, where language and thought are "mostly discovered through each other," la 

:TXke 6' 6xatxQov IzET1xXTal. 

5. xactr TOx tXov, 8.1. 

6. JtQrOTV T xcai a&xetv3tov yevaoeo)g ootLXetov tL JdaVTOV (2.2). 
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TROPE AND ANTITROPE 

Here is an example of error, a tiny error, that Longinus was bound to make 
and then bound to correct-a bit of figurative language that falsifies as it ad 
vances his argument. To justify as a source of sublimity the euphonious "composi 
tion" (synthesis) of speech-sounds, Longinus points at first to the emotional 
effects of instrumental music.7 Surely, he reasons a fortiori, verbal "harmony" 

must likewise powerfully touch the soul.8 But this proof entails something unde 

sirable, for if we take too seriously the analogy that legitimates synthesis, we may 
confuse sensual with spiritual things, likeness with essence. Therefore, although 
he claimed some sort of sublimity for verbal "music," Longinus now insists that 
the sound of lyres and flutes has nothing sublime about it. Nonverbal music, he 

says, is not spiritual, although it "implants certain path into listeners,"9 it is 

scarcely human at all. It may be true that sensation "naturally" affects us, but it 
cannot properly belong to our nature, because our proper nature is not sensual. 

To explain how music that inspires feeling can be divorced from spirit, where 

feelings dwell, Longinus invokes an image of paternity: music is an "illegitimate" 
(nothon) imitation of verbal persuasion, not a "legitimate activity of human 
nature."10 Although illegitimate children certainly resemble their fathers, noth 

ing comes from such resemblance-no wealth or power or prestige; it may be 
real but it does not count.1 Real (that is, instrumental) music wrongly evokes 

spiritual feelings by imitating words illegitimately; verbal "music" rightly evokes 

them, because it is only figuratively musical. Thus, one trope ("legitimacy") 
cancels another ("music").12 Apparently, then, since speech-sounds are accompa 
nied by meaning, no technique that knows only about sensation can encompass 
them.13 Music and speech differ fundamentally, on precisely the point that 

7. At 39.1-3. Cf. Arist. Pol. 8.5.1339b30-39. 
8. For dQ@ovia as the tonal, melodic component of music, cf. Arist. Poet. 1.1447a26; as the 

tonal component of speech, Rhet. 3.1.1403b31 (but cf. 1408b33); as a feature of words (pro 
sodically?) ordered for singing, Plato Theaet. 175E. In our passage, doetovia means "music" first 

(39.1), and then a musical virtue in language (da@Qoviav ... kXoyv, 39.3). Linguistic adQoviLa be 
comes abstract, for Longinus, when it qualifies not only the audible shape (?6Ea) of spoken words but 
also the inaudible "shape" of thoughts (vooEowv), but this use is rooted in Aristotle's notion that 
there is "music" in speech. 

9. Pathos does not guarantee sublimity in any case, for there are low path: see 44.6 (on greed 
and pleasure-seeking as the scourge of Longinus's age). 

10. For the "legitimacy" of persuasion, cf. Plato Phaedrus 278A. 
11. tauTc seiba)a xai Ltla'i?LaTa v6Oa E1i j t0Lovg... o6Xi Ttg avOQ()0tELiag (pUroeog ... 

EveYQYTjlaTa yvrotLa (39.3). We do not learn in this passage whether there can be legitimate imita 

tions, or whether human nature produces imitations (cf. Arist. Poet. 1448b4-9), only that speech is 
natural and original, while other sounds such as music are somehow derivative. For imitation, and 
the sort of legitimacy that it might claim, see below. 

12. There is a paradox here: music, literally named, turns out to be an imitation of "music," 
figuratively named, in speech. The usual relation of figurative and literal senses has been inverted. 

13. It may help to account for Longinus's shyness about synthesis as a source of sublimity to 
recall the ancient controversy about verbal music. One side was represented by Philodemus, the 
other by a group known as "the critics" (o0 XQITLXOi). Although Philodemus conceded that music 
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grounds their similarity: they are more or less accessible to technical method. 
Verbal "music" is a turn in the argument that, having done its job, can be 

forgotten. Its job was to open the topic of sublimity to method without compro 
mising sublimity. 

Thus, method's efficacy in arousing sublime feeling seems to depend upon a 
likeness that cannot be fully acknowledged-really, we discover, a kind of mis 
take. Here, then, Longinus's argument circles back upon itself, confesses error, 
and denies likeness. It takes a turn characteristic of sublime method, in which, I 

suggest, likeness usually invites discrimination and (conversely) divisions fre 

quently become blurred.14 The decisive gesture in this instance-distinction 

making, error-correcting-belongs properly to method as it strives to counterbal 
ance and refine sublime enthusiasm. "Absence of error is mostly a benefit of 
tekhne,"'5 Longinus says, and method complementing nature might conceivably 
produce "perfection."16 The technical writer claims most for the virtues of 
method as distinct from nature in the realm of quantity and proportion, setting a 
limit on the use of figures, for example.17 Thus, when Longinus on second 

thought disclaims verbal "music," he follows his own precepts, applying method 
to method's defense. 

But there is a counterturn to this one. Errors do not always require correc 

tion, since "one [piece of] sublimity buys off all the errors" found in a great 
work (36.2). Flawlessness is unnecessary to sublime writing. While the virtues 

produced by rhetorical method (virtues of invention and arrangement, for ex 

ample) are embodied in the work as a whole, one moment of sublimity is 

enough to prove an author's power, and sublimity drives out, or replaces, all 

might be naturally soothing (De poet. 2.47 Hausrath [ = F. Sbordone, Philodemi de poematis 
Tractatus alter fr. 25, col. III] and De musica 1, fr. 32.37-45, p. 20 Kemke, cited by W. D. Anderson, 
Ethos and Education in Greek Music [Cambridge, Mass. 1966] 284 n.54), he was skeptical about the 
aesthetics of euphony in speech, and he distinguished sharply between the intellectual content of 

language and its irrational, quasi-musical sounds. For his views about euphony, see the passages 
discussed by D. M. Schenkeveld, "OI KPITIKOI in Philodemus," Mnem. 21 (1968) 176-214; F. 

Sbordone, "Eufonia e synthesis nella Poetica di Filodemo," MPhL 2 (1977) 255-83; and Annemarie 

Neubecker, Philodemus: Uber die Musik IV. Buch (Naples 1986) 170-73, commenting on De musica 
book 4, chap. 14 (P. Herc. 1497, cols. 22-23). The "critics" believed that an author could distinguish 
himself not by appealing to the mind, but only with synthesis and euphony. Longinus shows the 
influence of both sides of this controversy when he finds sublimity in synthesis but spurns music as an 

"illegitimate" means of persuasion. Cf. Quint. Inst. 9.4.9-16. See also Hermann Mutschmann, 
Tendenz, Aufbau und Quellen der Schrift vom Erhabenen (Berlin 1913) 102-4 on Longinus's aim. 

14. For distinction-denying, cf. Hertz (supra n.l) 579. 
15. tO RLev &ibdlJctOov Wd niL TO nrokb TXTvg eaoTi xaT6oQo0tta. (36.4). 
16. To TxkELov (36.4). For method as a means to perfection and completion, cf. 22.1. Cf. Quint. 

Inst. 10.2.28, for the need to purify even the best writing of error before imitating it; one who does 
this becomes perfectus orator. For the perfection of method as knowledge of occasion, cf. Phaedrus 
272A. 

17. Typically, as when discussing the figure hyperbole, Longinus insists that "it is necessary to 

prescribe how far each thing should go" (38.1). For limits in Longinus, see James A. Coulter, "rIeo 
'"Yovg 3.3-4 and Aristotle's Theory of the Mean," GRBS 5 (1964) 197-213. 
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other considerations-thunderstruck, we will not notice whether virtues embod 
ied in the work as a whole are present or not.18 We have seen how Longinus 
circumscribes method's contribution to musicality in speech by stigmatizing 

music as a medium alien to human spirit in its truest nature. In a similar way, 
method enhances the accuracy of speech, but accuracy too belongs properly to 
an alien, despiritualized medium. Accuracy is the job of visual representation, 
of sculpture-statues must be "like" their models (that is, human beings), but 

speech has to do something better than achieve such a likeness (36.3).19 Lan 

guage differs from visual art only a little less profoundly than it does from 
music: music falls short of language because it is (at best) merely sensible-it 
seems to address our feelings directly but it has no meaning and does not 

represent anything;20 visual art falls short of language because it is merely 
accurate-the statue arouses us only by representing, as convincingly as possi 
ble, something else to which our feelings are drawn. Longinus, clearly, does 
not want us to overvalue the accuracy achieved by method. We are asked to 

remain enthused admirers of true sublimity, unspoiled by pedantry. 
Should we invoke this rule when judging Longinus's own writing? If so, we 

could accept more readily the "erroneous" figures that pass rapidly in and out of 
view in this treatise. For example, the metaphor of verbal "music" makes better 

sense, during its brief period of service to the argument, if we grant Longinus 
"height," an exaltation that escapes methodical correction. But the struggle 
between method and enthusiasm produces another involution here. It was the 

technician's attempt to control feeling that made him speak of verbal "music" in 

the first place, and so the figure is an artefact of method; Longinus's capacity to 

correct this method-building error presumably rests, not upon another step in 
the construction of method, but upon feeling-he can only know that music is 

not really sublime because he feels in himself the wider expanse of spirit ad 

dressed by speech. His error did not arise from enthusiasm, and enthused read 

ers will not condone it. Thus, there is more than pedantry at stake when Longi 
nus worries over the notion of verbal music. He objects not simply to mistaken 

terminology (the misnaming of verbal sounds as "music") but to a misconstruc 

tion of spiritual experience: the feelings induced by music are illegitimate, never 

properly sublime and so never really like the feelings induced by speech. Our 

feelings, then, may be wrong, or wrongly understood. And just as we are wrong 

18. &ixTlv oxTlJTTOvi TavTa 6bE(p6oTQoev (1.4). 
19. These comparisons (music, sculpture) seem to define two qualities of language: its quasi 

sensual presence to the soul, like an object palpable to the hand, and its ability to represent or make 
known. The work of art, as described in a story told by Aelian about the painter Theon of Samos 

(VH 2.44), aims at both qualities. Wishing to enhance the vividness of a painting in which he had 

pictured a trumpeter, Theon had a trumpet blown nearby; thus, the phantasia became more vivid 

(enargestera). Longinus offers no comparable emblem of fully realized verbal tekhne, no example of 

speech both accurate and sublime. 
20. Music "imitates" language, as Longinus told us, but not by representing language or by 

representing anything else. 
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to believe that music exalts us, we can be misled by verbal stimulants; in such a 

case, Longinus wants to restore our sobriety and reveal how speech deceives. 
I suggest that Longinus's difficult account of verbal music indicates a wider 

problem of sublime method: his argument wanders where it seems most strenu 

ously, precisely articulated. We find his errors hard to assess, moreover, because 
sublime method speaks with more than one voice about just such assessments. 

We need a better account of error: how much does it matter, how can it be 
cured? A higher method-method informed by spirit that knows the difference 
between "legitimate" and "illegitimate" feelings-evidently might practice a 

higher form of error-correction. But since sublime speech can obliterate in an 
instant all the errors that method uncovers, there is evidently a limit to method's 
usefulness. What is the most that method can do? It is reasonable to suppose that 
method practices the highest sort of error-correction when addressing deceptions 
worked by sublimity itself. 

ALLEGORY AND IMAGE 

We have such a case in the Iliad's theomachy, Longinus tells us (9.6-7). The 
battle inspires him; Homer's images are awesome and impressive; Homer's feel 

ings and the reader's are sublime. But these images are also theologically 
wrong-they misrepresent the real behavior and nature of gods-and we are 

permitted to call them sublime only if we allegorize. (Are we constrained in our 
enthusiasm by divine law, or rhetorical method?) What is striking about Longi 
nus's response is the coincidence of enthusiasm and critical caution: he worries 
about the falseness of just those images that stir his feelings most deeply, just as 
he found worrisome music's emotive power.21 He does not seem to be saying that 

Homer's errors here are small defects in a splendid whole, as if a magnanimous 
critic should ignore them.22 Nor does he explicitly claim that allegorical interpre 
tation distinguishes a positive element to be imitated (an underlying sense, 
euo6vota)23 from other features of the model author (such as figurative language) 
that are best avoided. Somehow, though, the critic's exegetical method is neces 

sary to justify and confirm Homer's sublimity; without Longinus's allegorical 
reading Homer's triumphant verses would lose their grandeur. (Was the text 

allegorical and sublime at its origin, or does it become so at the critic's hands?) 
But to read allegorically and still feel something sublime, the methodical inter 

preter must pretend that Homer's language means something different from 
what it says,24 and sublimity consists in this, so sublimity will persist even when 

21. For a more casual approach to allegorical imagery, see below. 
22. This is the posture taken by Lucilius (401-10 Warmington = 338-47 Marx), who distin 

guishes Homer's admirable poesis from occasional defects of diction or thought (verbum, enthymema); 
cf. Hor. Ars P. 347-60. 

23. uio6vota means "suspicion" in Longinus: see 17.1-2. 
24. Longinus comes closest to positing a meaning independent of speech in discussing Ajax's 

silent response to Odysseus in the underworld, which he says is "higher than any logos" (9.2). 
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interpretation has explained imagery away. If method can extract a sublime 
essence from Homer's imagery, Homer's error-a human being's failure to grasp 
the divine in its own terms-can be made to seem a failure of method rather than 

of nature.25 Presumably, if Homer's method had been greater and his conception 
of the gods more thoroughly realized, Longinus's exegesis would have been 

unnecessary. 
We are entitled to allegorize, to pretend that we can rescue sublimity from 

language, because sublime imagery is always inadequate to sublime thought; we 
can say they are different because one is inferior. The difference between 

thought and imagery can be detected even in cases of successful imagery, for 

example, in the passage Longinus quotes from Homer describing the stride of 
divine horses (Iliad 5.770, quoted by Longinus 9.5): 

ooov 6' e?QoeL68eg avlQ '6ev 6o(0aXiXootlv, 
itevo; v o xOtUflC, XeIoo0v EiL otvota tO6vTov. 
TOoov T0@LnOQoxovoL OE6Ov tV'XEIeg ItoL. 

As far as a man's eyes penetrate through misty air 
when he sits at lookout, scanning the darkened sea, 
so far with a high whinny the gods' horses leap. 

Longinus wants us to count the physical scale of the pictured movement as 
sublime-it achieves "an extravagant [rhetorically exaggerated?] magnitude."26 
(Since he has just been insisting that thought is the essence of sublimity, he might 
say that Homer's sublime thought consists in his seeing sublimity in that distant 

horizon, making thought a kind of vision.) But Longinus also wants us to notice 
that the horses' movement is not completely contained within the pictured scene. 

The picture evokes sublimity at least partly because it invites the reader to 

expand it, to imagine that since the first step of the horses takes them out of his 

sight, a second step will take them out of the cosmos. The first, physical move 

ment, therefore-a movement from one visible place to another-leads, in the 
reader's mind, to something beyond human experience, a movement beyond 
"place" (topos). 

Method (allegorical interpretation, for example) is necessary, therefore, not 
because great writers now and again make small mistakes, but because sublime 

writing-all sublime writing, even the kind that emanates directly from magnani 

Presumably there were no more words in Ajax's mind than on his lips-there was grandeur in his 
refusal to speak, because words would have trivialized or failed in some other way to express his 
emotion. For an attempt to describe, perhaps too precisely, the relationship between the various 
terms in Longinus's discussion of silence, see Rudolf Weber, "De Begriffe [utye0og und fiVog in der 
Schrift vom Erhabenen," diss. Marburg, 1935, 21. 

25. An image-making method enables thought to embody itself in a mental picture (15), and so 

complements allegorical interpretation, which recovers thought from its pictorial emblem. 
26. U7toEQPOXo TOV eYeoOUg. 
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mous natures-pursues something unattainable, a transcription of superhuman 
reality into human language. Sublime writing can only suggest, by way of resem 
blances, what lies beyond the experience of men; sometimes we can accept such 

pictures, sometimes not, but we can call Homer sublime in either case, because we 
find his imagery admirable chiefly for the feeling it inspires, not for the picture that 
it draws. In this respect, at least, sublime writing and Longinus's sublime method 

work the same way, for Longinus too depends upon tropes, which he seems to 
abandon once they have done their job. On the other hand, there is real sublimity 
in Homer's imagery, even if based upon false resemblances, and so the pictures 
equivocally persist when interpreted by an allegorizer. Their appeal to human 

feelings cannot be dismissed as merely sensual, like the appeal exercised by instru 
mental music. The ambivalence of violent imagery-perverted in its theology, yet 
truly sublime-matches that of verbal "music," a subversive figure that Longinus 
nevertheless did not excise from his own argument. 

EXPRESSION AND REPRESENTATION 

Thus, Longinus's equivocal appreciation of other writers parallels his equivo 
cal kind of self-correction. Both features of his argument are rooted, as we have 

seen, in his self-conscious ambition, his wish to speak methodically about things 
high or deep-gods and human souls. But Longinus's way of correcting errors 
and reducing images also seems to depend upon some sort of linguistic theory. 
The figures that embody sublimity inadequately but still authentically suggest 
that language does and does not invite methodical improvement, needs and yet 
eludes correction. Here, then, is another way of summarizing what we have just 
observed: Longinus's ambition for sublime method fosters an equivocal view of 

language. In fact, Longinus entertains two opposed views of language, and this 
division in his views helps to explain what we have seen in his method-building 
discourse (on synthesis) and his criticism (of Homeric allegory). 

According to one view, language is an expressive medium that embodies the 

speaker's spirit, or at least emanates from it directly. The possession of language 
defines human nature. Since human beings own their language, it submits to use 
without resistance. According to the other view, language is a medium of refer 
ence and description, unlike and separate from the spiritual experiences it is 
sometimes asked to represent. Language seems alien and resistant to human use, 

requiring the speaker to exert force or to apply a method before shaping itself to 
his thoughts. Even when Longinus talks about language most distinctly in one 

way he leaves open the possibility of another account. His program, to construct 
a method of sublimity, requires both accounts of language, for literary method 

presupposes a verbal medium distinct from the speaker or writer, whereas sub 

limity denies all differences and erases every symptom of resistance: sublime 

speech is feeling, and the auditor of sublime speech not only feels what the 

speaker feels, he feels himself to be the speaker (7.2). Longinus treats the 
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connection between thought and speech as elastic: they move closer together or 
farther apart as the argument demands. 

The theory of language that dominates On the Sublime may be called "ex 

pressive." It presumes a likeness, even a sharing of substance, between expres 
sion and its source.27 The harmony of speech is also, by an extension that Longi 
nus feels no need to justify, spiritual harmony.28 Speech and spirit are bound 

together, and their affinity is especially clear when speech is sublime, for sublim 

ity subsists in both. Thus, Longinus defines sublimity on the one hand as a 

quality of logoi (1.3) and on the other hand as an "echo" (apekhema) of "high 
spirit" (megalophrosynes, 9.2). It follows that (sublime) logoi "echo" the (high) 
spirit, that is, express its magnitude better than any other medium, virtually with 
the spirit's own words. If sublimity is an echo, it must echo something audible, so 
that the soul itself, according to Longinus's figure, speaks. Regarded as a literal 
account of sublimity, this formula suggests that speech directly expresses; what 
the speaker thinks or feels; there is no gap between thought and expression, no 

medium distinct from thought, because speech is spirit. The same principle 
explains how linguistic "harmony" may be regarded as indistinguishable from 

spiritual "harmony." 
The psychological "presence" of language as a primary datum of experience 

makes speaking and writing potent forms of behavior and so denies the classical 

distinction between words and action.29 Potent speech is what Longinus thinks of 
first when he wants to show us what a really sublime conception of God looks 

like: according to the Jewish lawmaker, when God said "Let there be light," 
there was light (9.9). Even human speech has a little of this power, for sublimity, 

we are told, sheds a light that is blinding (17.3). When the orator describes fists 

striking a face, his words too make an "impact" (20.2). Since writing sublimely is 
a kind of action, frequently violent, the writer requires courage: if he fears 

immortality, his "soul's conceptions will be aborted, in a state unfinished and 
blind."30 To write sublimely about heroic adventure, he must endure the dangers 
that heroes endure: Euripides, for example, joins Phaethon in his chariot,31 and 

Homer rages on the battlefield of Troy (9.11). There is "danger" even at the 

level of syntax (22.3), and hyperbaton inspires "fear" about the outcome of 

sentences (22.4). 
If speech is real-an embodiment of thought and a potent form of behavior 

27. See N. Goodman, Languages of Art (2d ed. Indianapolis 1976) 85-95; cf. O. K. Bouwsma, 
"The Expressive Theory of Art," Aesthetics and Language, ed. William Elton (New York 1954), 
repr. in Aesthetics Today, ed. Morris Philipson and Paul Gudel (rev. ed. New York 1980) 260-65. 

28. daQoviav Tiva ovav kXyov avODjtOLSg etpiCx)wv xa TrSg WVXig aUTtij (39.3). 
29. For related notions, see G. B. Walsh, The Varieties of Enchantment (Chapel Hill 1984), 

chaps. 4 and 5, on the linguistics of Aeschylus and Gorgias. 
30. t& ovX.aculacv6P?va dJc6 ajg ToVTov 4vxrSg &TeX.j xai Tuvqpa 60oner atB3XovaoOal (14.3). 

For fear of posterity, see Phaedrus 257D. 
31. At 15.4. For the dynamics of this imaginative identification, see Hertz (supra n. 1) 586, who 

finds that the poet shares not only the hero's flight but his inevitable descent as well. 
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it is hard to see what verbal method can offer. If speech grows from thought 
organically, questions of error and accuracy recede from prominence; if it leaves 
little room for error, method's chief justification, expressive speech leaves little 
room for method. Sublime souls should always, eo ipso, generate sublime speech. 
(To rationalize this claim, Longinus would say [39.3] that linguistic competence is 

given to human speakers by nature.) Therefore, when he turns most emphatically 
to the task of rhetorical instruction, Longinus seems to abandon expressive theory 

with its claim of spiritual presence in favor of another, which holds that the 

phenomena of speech are only that; errors can be mended easily, by purely verbal 
means. Allegory, for example, which we meet first under the heading of "images" 
as a remedy for impiety, reappears later as a way of putting together words. In its 
second guise, allegory consists in extended metaphor (32.7), and metaphor falls 
under the heading of diction, or verbal description (to phrastikon, 30.1). The 

metaphor misapplies name to object, and so when Plato uses too many 
metaphors-extends allegory to excess-he commits an error of naming. His 
words do not fit the objects represented. ("Sober god" is not a good way to 
describe water [32.7], although the figure represents Plato's thought accurately 
enough.)32 

The isolation of language from its source in human feeling means that it is 
also isolated from human nature. This view of language, therefore, requires a 
second kind of nature: beyond nature in thought and feeling (discussed in the 
first section of the treatise), there must be a natural order in language (discussed 
in the second section). Here, as when Longinus draws the line between music 
and speech, we see method circumscribing its territory and multiplying distinc 
tions. Method that serves the expression of sublime thought violates the nature 
of language. For example, it violates nature by changing the normal order of 

words,33 or by applying a name to the wrong object.34 Longinus once praises 
Homer for "forcing" two distinct words (the prepositions wo6 and ex), against 
their nature, into a single word.35 In the realm of language, at least, Longinus 
can justify forceful violation of nature-the mistreatment merely of words-as a 

32. For allegory as extended metaphor, cf. Cic. Orator 94, De oratore 3.169, Quint. Inst. 

8.6.14; for this definition in Renaissance theory, see Michael Murrin, The Veil of Allegory (Chi 
cago 1969) 55. For the notions of excess and moderation in Longinus's discussions of style, see 

Coulter, (supra n.17). See 0. Jahn, AIONYXIOY H AOTFINOY nEPI YWOYX De Sublimitate 

Libellus, 3d ed., rev. J. Vahlen (Leipzig 1895) 52, citing Dionysius Ep. ad Pomp. 2, p. 228 U-R, 
and lud. de Demosth. 6, p. 137 U-R, on Plato's failure to preserve the "analogy" essential to 

metaphors. 
33. 6 xcaraa qpvoiv eLQ[6og (22.1); cf. 32.6 on tropes and 16.2 for a natural pattern at the level of 

discourse, il xacta wP(oLv XQoTL sc. &ao6eeSWSg. 
34. For figurative language as a "turn to the unnatural (tQOJcIl eiSg TO il xctTa (pvoLv) in thought 

and speech," see Caecilius fr. 50 Ofenloch. Cf. Demetrius Eloc. 199 on the "natural arrangement of 
words" (cpvotLXi Tdlt;g TCOv ovodawov). For nature in ancient linguistic theory, see David Blank, 
Ancient Philosophy and Grammar: The Syntax of Apollonius Dyscolus, American Classical Studies 
10 (Chico 1982) passim, esp. 17 (with n.31), 21, 53. 

35. ovvctvayxaaocg caa c(Cp6atv xcai X &akkXaCg cOVlla3caEodvog (10.6). 
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way of serving another, greater kind of nature in the human spirit; method 
remains authentic if it perverts language to express thought. 

What is linguistically unnatural (but natural to the spirit) is an elevated, 
sublime style. "Beautiful words," according to Longinus, "are the proper light of 
the mind" (30.1). Elevated diction, that is to say, most effectively discloses what 
occurs inside the speaker; its illumination offers insight. This is the standard 
ancient view.36 On the other hand, ordinary, vulgar words have a different virtue: 

they are more "demonstrative" or "clarifying" (emphanistikoteron, 31.1; cf. em 

phasis, 19.2) than the elevated kind,37 and they have a greater "semantic" capacity 
(to semantikos, 31.2).38 With ordinary words, the speaker sheds light upon people 
and things around him rather than upon his own inner experience. Thus, ordinary 

words, like visible pictures (cf. 36.3), count as successful only when they assert 
some truth about the world.39 For example, it is most "vivid" to say (in prosy style) 
that a man "forces himself to digest" unpleasant things because a "similarity" (to 
analogon, 31.1) underlies the metaphor: enduring disgrace and eating unpalatable 
food are truly similar actions.40 Beautiful words, on the other hand, have a special 
capacity for expressing the speaker's inner state. Human minds differ fundamen 

tally from everything else, for they pass by nature beyond the "boundaries of the 

surrounding [cosmos]" (35.3), and the techniques that adequately represent mun 
dane things will not adequately disclose what lies within minds, which belong to a 
different ontological order. While things are properly described with ordinary 
language, minds-all minds-require an abnormal language to the extent that 

they contain something more.41 It seems, then, that language in its natural state 

ordinary diction, for example-falls short of thought because it naturally repre 
sents not thought or feeling (which tend toward sublimity) but things (which are 

36. See Fritz Wehrli, "Der erhabene und der schlichte Stil in der poetisch-rhetorischen Theorie 
der Antike," Phyllobolia fir Peter von der Miihll (Basel 1946) 12, 22. It is possible that Longinus's 
phase q(pg ... TOi vov ("light of the mind") puns on (pwovi ("voice"): see Russell (supra n.l) 149 ad 
loc., citing schol. Dion. Thrax, p. 181.33 Hilgard. 

37. Demetrius Eloc. 209 associates enargeia especially with the plain style, a style composed of 

ordinary words literally applied (190). For enargeia as leading away from or falling short of (sublime, 
poetic) phantasia, see T. G. Rosenmeyer, "DANTAXIA und Einbildungskraft," Poetica 18 (1986) 
207,246. 

38. This resembles Abrams's now familiar dichotomy: see The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic 

Theory and the Critical Tradition (Oxford 1953) passim. For the "semantic" quality of tropes, cf. 32.5 

(katasemantikon), 32.6 on phrastikoi passages; and Arist. Rhet. 3.2.1405a8 (r6 oaqpeg), 3.10-11 (esp. 
1410b10-13) on metaphors as vivid, clear, instructive. According to Cic. De or. 3.157, metaphors are 

only useful when they "make the thing clearer." Quintilian justifies the use of metaphor significandi 
gratia, Inst. 8.6.7. 

39. Presumably, when Plato becomes drunk with words he speaks too beautifully to represent 
things (32.7). 

40. On metaphors and similarity, see Arist. Rhet. 3.2.1405all (xb6 &vdXoyov), Poetics 1457a7-8 

(TO ogLoLov). But note that in On the Sublime 31.1 Longinus appeals to "similarity" as a way of 

justifying vulgarity, not metaphor. 
41. For a divine component in all human minds, see C. P. Segal, ""YWOo and the Problem of 

Cultural Decline in the De Sublimitate," HSCP 63 (1959) 133-35 with n.25. 
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ordinary, unless they figure sublimity). The first and most immediate use of lan 

guage, as of statues, is representation of the world. Although language has an 
extra-mundane dimension that sculpture lacks, it is not language in general that 
rises above the task of representing things, but sublime language, which emanates 
from human nature and expresses human feelings but is not a natural kind of 

language.42 

Longinus could argue that the patterns of normal language are merely con 
ventional if he wished to avoid the conclusion that linguistic nature and human 
nature are opposed, but he does not say this; he quite clearly assigns such 

patterns their own kind of naturalness. Or he could assimilate ordinary language 
to human nature by invoking a distinction commonly drawn between ethos and 

pathos as aspects of the person. The natural form of language would represent 
ethos, a person's normal, everyday way of being,43 while distorted language 
would express pathos, an abnormal but not unnatural state of being.44 Longinus 
does not make this claim, however; because his argument requires that pathos 
(and consequently sublime inspiration) should be elevated over ethos as the 
definitive feature of human nature,45 he keeps relatively quiet about the normal, 
earthbound part of human nature. Ethos is merely the remnant that is left when 
Homer's great pathos subsides with age (9.15), or (as a feature of writing) it is a 
means to mere pleasure (29.2).46 

We have now seen how the equivocality of figurative speech-in model texts 
and in Longinus's own treatise-can be referred to a divided understanding of 

language, as a medium of expression and of representation. The truth of sublim 

ity is an expressive sort of truth; to express feelings, one speaks with figures and 

tropes and elevated diction. Such language appears false when measured against 
the criterion of representation: the Battle of the Gods in the Iliad, for example, 

42. This is a distinction that Longinus sometimes finds it convenient to ignore: see, for exam 

ple, 32.6, where he refers to the utility of metaphors-that is, unnatural language-in both "pa 
thetic" and phrastikoi (descriptive, circumstantial) passages. 

43. Helmut Flashar, "Die klassizistische Theorie der Mimesis," Fondation Hardt Entretiens 25: 
Le Classicisme a Rome aux lers sicles avant et apres J. -C. (Geneva 1979) 100, suggests that Longinus 
assumes, even if he does not argue explicitly for, an equation of normal language and a human 

being's normal state. 
44. Quintilian refers to authorities who divide the field between "10og perpetuum, tna6og 

temporale" (Inst. 6.2.10). Cf. Cic. Orat. 37,128. Christopher Gill, "The Ethos/Pathos Distinction in 
Rhetorical and Literary Criticism," CQ 34 (1984) 159 n.54, compares Arist. EN 2.5, EE 2.2. See also 
G. B. Walsh, "Seeing and Feeling: Representation in Two Poems of Theocritus," CP 80 (1985) 1-19. 

"Fdatog" by a small extension of meaning names the changes suffered by speech itself (LSJ s.v. IV): 
see Blank (supra n.34) on "pathology" in Apollonius Dyscolus. 

45. Longinus distinguishes himself from Caecilius in naming pathos as a source of the greatest 
sublimity (8.4). See also Coulter (supra n.17) 212 n.28 on the different approach taken by Dionysius 
of Halicarnassus. 

46. For Longinus's disparagement of pleasure, cf. 44.6 (on cpLXT6bovLa); as a feature of style, 
6bovai are ambivalent (5.1). For a reading of Longinus that assimilates pleasure among the compo 
nents of good writing, see Coulter (supra n.17) 208-12. For the place of ethos in Longinus's treatise, 
cf. Gill (supra n.44) 160-65. 
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expresses Homer's piety but misrepresents the gods. Thus, one might say that 
sublime images seem inadequate, and Longinus habitually corrects himself, be 
cause language has been asked to do two things at once, express and represent, 
when it can do one only at the other's expense. The two ways of using language 
arise in turn from two kinds of nature: the nature of language makes it represent; 
the nature of souls renders language expressive. 

IMITATION 

Longinus's linguistic theory rationalizes the way he writes, but it is clearly not 
a fundamental explanation. After all, why should anyone entertain two opposed 
views of language? Longinus's motive for this comes, of course, from his initial 

problem, the use of tekhne as a means to sublimity. He needs two kinds of lan 

guage and two kinds of nature so as to make room for method: wherever human 

nature departs from ordinary language, method may follow, presiding over linguis 
tic abnormality, classifying and prescribing as expressiveness requires. And 

method can justify its (linguistically) unnatural treatment of mere words by appeal 
ing to a larger, more potent nature in human minds. We should not be surprised to 

find, however, that on this point too Longinus argues equivocally. 
When method follows nature in associating elevated language with high 

feeling, it practices mimesis or "imitation," and the nature that it imitates is the 

way people generally behave. Since we regard phenomena as natural when they 
are often repeated, mimesis of nature is rooted in the ordinary-it imitates 
common things: the imitator, as Aristotle recommends, looks to probabilities.47 
In Longinus's example, an abnormal arrangement of words or ideas (hyper 
baton) serves as the "truest impression of active feeling," because the speech of 
most men is disturbed by such feeling.48 It is in this sense that when using 
hyperbaton, "mimesis moves toward the works of nature."49 "Moving toward" 
nature's work would mean disturbing normal speech in virtually the same way 
that natural feeling changes it. One represents pathos by copying its behavioral 

symptoms. Thus, Longinus recommends a kind of representation that uses natu 
ral signs, rather than arbitrary ones. 

47. Poet. 1451a36-bll. For method resembling nature in a related sense, see Arist. Physics 
2.2.194a21-22; 2.8.199a15-17; Meteorol. 4.3.381b6; and R. P. McKeon, "The Concept of Imitation 
in Antiquity," MP 34 (1936), repr. in Critics and Criticism, ed. R. S. Crane (Chicago 1952; paper ed. 

1957) 131. 
48. The figure "impression" (XcaQcaxTQ) extends the idea of expression. Since expressive lan 

guage bears a physical likeness to feelings and thoughts, there must be a mechanism through which 
likeness is transmitted; this mechanism is usually figured as a sort of "stamping" or "impressing" in 

Greek sources. See Walsh (supra n.29) 83 with n.5. 
49. i1 FtXcL;g EJi Ta rtig (pqVoeCg ~Eya qQe'rTaL (22.1). Russell (supra n.1) 138 ad loc. remarks 

on the passage that "the mimesis here meant is the imitation of things, not that of literary models." It 

might be better to say "of normal human behavior." Longinus is concerned here not with represent 
ing objects (an "imitation of things") but with mimicking behavior (and so with representing the 

feelings from which behavior arises). 
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This kind of mimesis is really "mimicry,"50 a species of deception-method 
pretends to be nature-and it epitomizes the deceptiveness of all successful 
method: "For tekhne is perfect, whenever it seems to be nature" (22.1).51 Mime 
sis also epitomizes method because it depends upon detached observation and 

repetitive, systematic action: having calculated the probability that a given feel 

ing will produce one behavior or another, the imitator writes or speaks by the 
numbers. Presumably he feels nothing himself, since his own feelings might 
interfere with calculation. This sort of method, mechanical and despiritualized, 

would enable Longinus's pupil to pretend that he uses language expressively, 
even if he has nothing to express. In other words, what method produces is 

representation masquerading as expression, and so it elides the difference be 
tween the two ways of using language. 

But Longinus's argument obeys a law of conservation: wherever one distinc 
tion fades, another must appear; wherever Longinus asserts likeness, he corrects 
himself, retreating into discrimination. Thus, if mimesis conflates two ways of 

using language, the argument will require two kinds of mimesis.52 It requires 
another kind of mimesis specifically because mimicry without feeling-the sober 

speaker's calculated behavior-seems "illegitimate" in the sense that Longinus 
uses this term elsewhere: music, we recall, pretends to be sublime, but it is an 

"illegitimate mimema" of language, with no real spiritual substance, because it 
excites feeling by way of sensation, not (like language) within the soul.53 An 
artful speaker's mime of feeling does better-his behavior speaks to our true, 
inner nature-but it still depends upon a deceptive likeness and masks an empti 
ness in himself. Therefore, like verbal "music," Longinus's method of mimicry 
requires correction. 

The second kind of imitation-call it "literary"54-aims at an identity rather 
than just a likeness. Literary mimesis (chapter 13) enlists the imitator's soul in an 
act of imagination, "shaping with his spirit" an image of Homer or Plato or 

50. "Mimicry" is the commonest sense of t(irnoLg in early texts: see G. F. Else, " 'Imitation' in 
the Fifth Century," CP 53 (1958) 73-90 and 245, a reply to H. Koller, Die Mimesis in der Antike: 

Nachahmung, Darstellung, Ausdruck (Bern 1954). 
51. O6xt ya? -i TExXVr TXeLog , IvitX' &v q(puoig eivaL b6ox. For the general principle that method 

works best when concealed see also 17.1, 38.3. Method relies upon nature's connivance as a means to 
concealment: sublimity, because of an innate quirk of human psychology, acts like a blinding light, 

making its origin in method invisible (17.2-3). 
52. It has been suggested that Longinus's remarks in section 22.1 bring two kinds of mimesis 

together in a meaningful way: see Flashar (supra n.43) 93. In any case, the global economy of the 
treatise needs two kinds. For the distance that normally separates one mimesis from another, cf. D. 

A. Russell, Criticism in Antiquity (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1981) 113; the same author elsewhere 

emphasizes their similarity, "De imitatione," in Creative Imitation and Latin Literature, ed. David 
West and Tony Woodman (Cambridge 1979) 4f. For the two kinds counterposed, see Pliny NH 34.61 

quoting Lysippus. 
53. See 39.3, quoted supra n.1l. 
54. It is also called "rhetorical" imitation: see Eduard Stemplinger, "Mimesis im philo 

sophischen und rhetorischen Sinne," Neue Jahrbiicher fir das klassischen Altertum 31 (1913) 28. 
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Demosthenes and imagining their sublime speech.55 In this mysterious methodi 
cal production of feeling, the technician's medium is himself;56 he is both active 
and passive, a recipient and also a maker of the sublime. The sublime model that 
his soul forms in imagination will form his soul in turn: mimesis means "taking an 

impression" from something (apotyposis), as if the soul of the imitator were 

shapeless matter, upon which the model author (or his conjured image) might 
impose his more distinct shape.57 The imitator's dual role as shaper and shaped 
generates another series of self-correcting metaphorical turns. 

Longinus pictures imitation as a passive, feminine process, something like 

conception.58 The Pythian priestess, for example, makes her soul "pregnant" 
with the god's influence (13.2);59 the influence of great writers upon their emula 
tors comes in the form of "outflowings"60 from a sacred "aperture." But when 

Longinus cites Plato's success as proof that imitation is not stealing, the figure 
changes: Plato begins as material to be shaped, but he becomes a striving, 

masculine "antagonist" who fights against Homer "as if with spear against 
spear." In offering this defense of mimesis, Longinus corrects his first metaphor 
and changes the terms of his argument, for the spear-carrying Plato seems to be 

engaged in an eristic sort of emulation, rather than in mimesis proper.61 The 
movement from feminine to masculine recurs in the next chapter. Here, Longi 

55. &vakXdaTTEoacL Tatg ipvXaig (14.1). All sublime authors rely upon imagination; they iden 

tify with heroes and share their experiences (15.2, 4). For Longinus's view of imagination, see 

Rosenmeyer (supra n.37) 199-248, esp. 199-212,246-48. 
56. Quintilian, who believes as Longinus does that one must feel something in order to express 

it, presents his discussion of phantasia as a revelation of secrets that he could have discovered only by 
looking into himself. He promises, he says, "to bring forth what is hidden, and open up the innermost 

parts of the area [topic, locus], telling . . . what I learned by experience with nature itself as my 
guide" (Inst. 6.2.25). It is striking that Quintilian, an untiring student of handbooks and treatises, 
should find no other guide than introspection here. The topic of the self must be alien to ordinary 
technical description. 

57. Apotyp6sis is a standard term for the influence of parents upon children: see Plato Leg. 
681B5, Plutarch De educandis liberis 3f3. For apotyposis as a hypothetical model for cognition, cf. 
Plato Theaet. 191C-196D; cf. Arist. De an. 424a17-23. For Democritus's theory that apotyposis in 
the air and the perceiving eye is caused by aporroiai from the object perceived, see Theophrastus De 
sensibus 50. 

58. Sometimes the imitating "mother" is superior to the model "father": for example, Demos 
thenes takes a "seed" (oJxtQtua) from Eupolis (16.3). Elsewhere, however, this figure is agricultural 
rather than sexual: cf. [Heraclit.] Quaest. Horn. 22; see W. Bihler, Beitrdge zur Erklarung der Schrift 
vom Erhabenen (Gottingen 1964) 118. 

59. For spiritual pregnancy, cf. On the Sublime 9.1 and Plato Symp. 208E-9C. 
60. aot60QoLaL. Compare the outflowing (&d.oQQoli) that Plato describes as embodying the 

influence of beauty (Phaedrus 251B2). This term also appears in Plutarch's excited description of 

Isis, the female principle, who "receives forms and images" (6oqwpas 6eXeo0aL xai i6bag) and allows 
the male principle "to sow outpourings and likenesses in her" (xacaoranireiv eiS eavUiqv a&toQQoag 
[v.l. &nzooQoioa;] xai 6RtoL6rnTag); Isis takes pleasure in her pregnancy (xvioxouvi) because "the 

thing engendered is an imitation [|tictTa] of what exists" (Isis and Osiris 372e4-f8). Cf. also [Clem 
ent of Alexandria] Excerpta ex scriptis Theodoti 2.1 (ix.654 Migne = iii.105-6 Stahlin), on the 
Oarpuea &QQevLx6v, 6OieQ eoriv a.L6Q@oLa TOU &yyEXLxOV. (The gender of the oxEiQRa does not 
concern us, but cf. the passages cited by F. Sagnard, Extraits de Thdodote [Paris 1970] 154 ad loc.) 

61. Longinus does not distinguish systematically between mimesis and zelosis, however; they 
are linked in 13.2 as if both terms named the Pythia's passive sort of inspiration, described in the 
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nus suggests at first that one can achieve sublimity by thinking about the way a 
sublime author might have spoken; the sublime author, or an imagined image of 

him, serves as a model to be internalized (14.1).62 Then he seems to correct 
himself. It is better, we are told, that an aspiring author should figure Homer and 
Demosthenes as judges before whom he must perform (14.2), thus retaining his 
distinct identity rather than merging with a model. Finally, having made his point 
about the integrity of imitative authors, Longinus can turn back to his first, 
biological metaphor, describing their creative process again as a sort of preg 
nancy, the danger to be avoided as abortion (14.3).63 

Literary mimesis stands as the privileged counterpart-spiritual, authentic, 
exalted-to the more mechanical mimesis of "nature," which imitates ordinary 
behavior. Whereas mimesis of nature relies upon deceit, the power of literary 
mimesis is figured in its violence, which mimics the force with which sublime 

speech characteristically overwhelms its audience.64 In its deceptiveness, mimesis 

sentence immediately following; in fact, "outflowings" from sublime models are said to infuse the 
souls of "emulators" (,lXoTvxtov, 13.2), not imitators. Latin authors, in contrast, sometimes distin 

guish competitive aemulatio from passive or servile imitatio: compare Hor. Carm. 4.2.1-4, Epist. 
1.19.19; Pliny Epist. 7.30.5; and see Arno Reiff, "Interpretatio, imitatio, aemulatio: Begriff und 

Vorstellung literarischer Abhangigkeit bei den Rimern," diss. Koln, 1959, 371f., 54 (with n.79)-73. 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus divides the field differently: mimesis means the activity of making a 
visible likeness, whereas zelos is a psychic condition, stimulated by admiration, prior to overt imita 
tion (De imit. fr. 3 Usener); or zelos is the style of a work to be imitated, as opposed to content (hyle, 
fr. 5 [book 2, epit. 1]). 

62. Dionysius cites a parable that illustrates this process and takes it one step farther: an ugly 
farmer who wishes his child to be graceful surrounds his pregnant wife with graceful pictures to 

contemplate, in the expectation that his child will resemble the pictures rather than himself (De imit. 
fr. 5 Usener). The influence of these pictures is paternal. 

63. For a similar mix of masculine and feminine, active and passive models, see Isocrates 

Against the Sophists 17: the writer's soul must be "virile" (&v68Qxil), but students must be properly 
"molded" (extvUno0eavta). 

64. See 20.2, for example. This distinction too can be denied, for deceit and violence normally 
collaborate in producing sublimity: when sublimity overpowers an auditor, it conceals its origin in 

method (17.2-3). Imagination, the basic mechanism of sublime creativity (and of literary mimesis), is 
a kind of self-deception, since it makes present to the mind what is really absent. Method, by 
contrast, deploys violence as well as deception: Euripides, the all-but-sublime poet, "forced his 
nature to become tragic" (TIv avotTg oS afro (pqutLtv v toXXoiTg yeveoaLt TQtayLXTIV nJQoorlvayxaoCv, 
15.3); since he strove against nature, he worked-by definition-with artifice. For a technical, 
nonmetaphorical account of the relation between deception and force, see chapter 16 on Demosthe 
nes. When Demosthenes wishes to flatter the Athenians defeated at Chaeroneia by comparing them 
to their victorious ancestors, he tricks them by avoiding precise terminology (&XXad JxavTr to6 TO 

TEXovg 6taxExkoq>ev 6vocia, 16.4). Having tricked them, he can also argue in an unnatural way 
("changing the (piaot of exposition," 16.2) and control them by force, "carrying them off" 

(ouvcaQidocag) as his prisoners. Here deception and force characterize successive movements in a 

single process. In Longinus's more confused account of mimesis, by contrast, it is not possible to 
rationalize conflicting figures in this way: the imitator can be passive and active, deceptive and 
violent, derivative and original all at once. For the confusion of deception and force in rhetoric, see 

Gorgias's Defense of Helen, and compare the way Hellenistic epigram figures seduction as dEQ3tayi 
(Call. Epig. 30.5; Asclepiades AP 5.210.1 = 5 G-P; Meleager, AP 12.52.2 = 81 G-P). For another 
account of deception and force in Longinus's appreciation of Demosthenean rhetoric, see Suzanne 
Guerlac, "Longinus and the Subject of the Sublime," NLH 16 (1985) 275-89, esp. 278-81. 
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of nature seems bound to fall short of its model (even a model so familiar as 

quotidian life); it epitomizes method, which is always pretending to be some 

thing that it is not. Paradoxically, literary mimesis does better, repairs the short 
fall, although it has farther to reach: the model author's own sublimity helps his 
imitator to leap the space between them. It is clear why Longinus wants two 

species of mimesis: then, at least one can seem admirable.65 And it is clear that 

he does not distinguish between them sharply or systematically because he can 
not dispense entirely with the weaker species, to which his notion of method is 
tied. 

Longinus's fitful exaltation, the phenomenon with which we began, can now 
be described according to Longinus's own categories, the principles of sublime 

method. When he writes in an elevated style about sublimity-as if he could 

explain and excite in the same breath-he seems to be using language in both of 

its capacities. On the one hand, he represents the sublime indicatively, by point 
ing and naming: this technique, or that passage, we are told, is "high." On the 
other hand, he expresses sublimity by embodying it in his own words. Since one 

way of using language should properly exclude the other, Longinus more often 

practices them in alternation; hence, his style rises and falls. But mimesis enables 

us to equivocate about the way we use language: we can mimic the effects of 

strong feeling in our own speech, but in such a case we do not express our own 

feeling; at best, we represent another person's. Mimesis produces an inexpres 
sive kind of elevation, and this seems to be the best that Longinus can achieve 

purely as a technician. Because it is inexpressive and insincere, the technician's 

mimesis often seems playful and parodic. There is another kind of mimesis, 
however, and this kind enables us to imitate not merely the form but the essence 

of sublimity, to elevate spirit first and then, by expressing spirit, to elevate 

speech. I suggest that when Longinus claims to have written a treatise adequate 
to its subject matter, he means not only technically adequate but spiritually too. 

His elevation is not all parodic. If the first kind of mimesis is a paradigm of 

technical method, the second kind is a paradigm of sublime method: it is a path 

by which the technician rises above the rules. 
In mimesis and its changing forms, we can feel the dizziness of Longinus's 

argument, which seems repeatedly to fragment and then, in a crazyquilt of 

metaphor, to coalesce again. Although Longinus never says so, he surely knows, 
and often enjoys, his own equivocality, the "disordered order" he teaches.66 His 

pleasure in this marks his difference from the crabbed partisans of Caecilius, and 

it suggests his confidence in himself, his feeling of writing "high." Longinus 

65. Compare Quintilian's less sanguine view of imitation, which he does not divide into kinds: 

quidquid alteri simile est, necesse est minus sit eo, quod imitatur, ut umbra corpore et imago facie et 

actus histrionum veris adfectibus (Inst. 10.2.11). 
66. xali Ix' TaLSg axxlTov... xac EiR.aXLkv l dTaci'a jrLotv TEtQIatLapdveL Ta'dtv (20.3). This 

passage explains how one may combine various stylistic devices methodically to suggest strong 
emotion. 
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speaks as well with a voice of fussiness and uncertainty, the voice of a system 
builder who has measured anxiously the height he wants to scale. The system 
builder invigilates his other self, rationalizing paradox and resolving equivo 
cality. Those multiplying categories that we found in Longinus's system (two 
kinds of language, two kinds of nature, two kinds of mimesis) arise from collu 
sion between Longinus's two selves-each pair of categories stands for an equivo 
cality imperfectly rationalized, the method-builder deferring to the enthusiast. In 

correcting himself, Longinus elaborates but does not excise; tropes remain; the 

system he erects is never purified of errant intuition.67 

University of Chicago 

67. I am grateful to Robert Kaster, Michael Murrin, Richard Strier, and two anonymous 
referees for standing guard against my own errant intuition. 
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